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Chapter 1:   Introduction 

 

1.1    Scope and purpose 

 

Information technology and communication have deeply evolved those last 

years. At the same time, educational theory began to examine the effect of the 

Internet on teaching and learning processes. Due to emerging need for 

academic training and continuing education, learning processes have also 

developed considerably. 

Both these phenomena brought to the development of pedagogical computer 

based environment using new technologies and aiming at large scale of 

learners. Among these, we find e-learning software which are web-based 

distance education systems focused on providing the content of a curriculum 

that students must master at the end of a training sequence.  

 

The University of Geneva decided a few years ago to use such a system to 

improve the quality of the teaching and the software Dokeos was selected as 

Learning Management System. Dokeos is open-source, meaning that it is freely 

available and that motivated people can join the project’s community to 

contribute to the development of the software.  

Benefitting from new theories developed by pedagogical studies, the Dokeos 

development team decided to create a new Learning Content Management 

System entitled Dokeos 2.0, based on the original concept of Learning Objects 

(LO). It is not easy to fully understand new concepts and their consequences 

and therefore when workings on a new groundbreaking project, developers 

don’t necessarily have enough perspective to really evaluate how to build the 

project. This can deeply impact a community because information and 

knowledge are complex to apprehend and to difficult to share when innovative, 

and in the case of Project Dokeos, it affected downward the number of active 

developers.  
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The aim of this master thesis is to put our self in the place of a new developer, 

who wishes to contribute to the development of Dokeos 2.0. We will propose a 

methodology for developing new learning objects on Dokeos 2.0 as well as 

documentation about it. Finally, we will seek for solutions to improve the 

quality of the community and facilitate the arrival of new members within it. 

 

1.2    Overview of the document 

 

As the new version of Dokeos is based on Learning Objects, we will first 

define what they are, how they work and how they can be used. 

After that, we will introduce the software Dokeos and its conceptual 

architecture. In order to understand well the implication of new pedagogical 

concepts, we will present first the old version of Dokeos (1.8) and point out the 

problems encountered at both pedagogical and technical levels.  

It will lead to a presentation of the new concepts underlying the development 

of Dokeos 2.0 and we will see how learning objects are used in this context. 

The developers came out with two type of learning objects, simple and 

complex, and we will explain how to work with them from the conceptual part, 

to the technical part. 

Next, we will use this theoretical explanation and apply it to a concrete 

example which will be the creation of learning objects for the forum within 

Dokeos 2.0. 

Finally, based on a practical experience, we will offer a reflection of Dokeos’ 

community’s cogs and offer solution to make the integration of new 

participants easier. 
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Chapter 2:   The concept of Learning Object 

 

2.1    Learning Object: a definition 

 

During the past few years the term learning object was widely used in the 

discussion concerning e-learning.  The main idea underlying the concept of 

learning object is the structuring of educational content into chunks of 

instructional media that can then be used in a modular way in heterogeneous 

learning environments.  

 

There are many definitions for the concept of learning object, mainly because 

of different point of view on it (Pernin, 2003). First there is a pedagogical 

level, which requires having adaptable and reusable components, allowing a 

progressive and individualized training. Then the technical level favors an 

object-oriented developing to make possible the reuse of components in 

multiple contexts. And finally, the economic level requires lowering the 

production costs without reducing the quality by using reusable and sharable 

components. However, a formal definition was provided by the Learning 

Technology Standards Committee (IEEE Learning Technology Standards 

Committee, 2009): 

“Learning Objects are defined here as any entity, digital or non-digital, which 

can be used, re-used or referenced during technology supported learning.” 

Finding this description too wide, David Wiley proposed a more restrictive 

definition (Wiley, 2002): 

“Any digital resource that can be reused to support learning”. 

This definition differs from the LTSC’s one in two ways. Firstly, it rejects all 

non-digital, which excludes for instance books, physical objects and actual 

people, and secondly it leaves out the concept of single usage by pointing out 

the notion of reusability.  
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Most of the time though, a learning object is understood to be a digital entity 

deliverable over the Internet, allowing any number of people to access and use 

it simultaneously. A LO can be based on an electronic text, an image, a movie, 

a website or any other resource that can be used in learning 

There are four commonly accepted functional requirements set on learning 

objects: 

� self-containment  - learning objects should be independent of the 

delivery media and learning management system 

� reusability – learning objects should be usable in different 

instructional contexts 

� aggregation – learning objects should be designed in the way which 

allows the combination of learning objects 

� metadata – learning objects should provide appropriate metadata in 

order to allow easy searching facilities 

 

2.2   Usage of Learning Objects 

 

Learning objects are meant to be used as part of a larger learning environment. 

 

According to the principles of granularity and combination, each leaning object 

can be used either separately or combined into collections to create new 

leaning objects. The complexity of composing learning objects increases as the 

amount of learning object increases. 

 

Individually, a learning object has a specific educational purpose. This could 

be a textual document such as lecture notes, a picture or a video clip to 

illustrate a purpose or any other object that might be used for online learning.  

When aggregated to other learning objects, it can become a lesson. Many 

different lessons can be created from one component. Combined again, it turns 

into a module and finally into a lesson (Figure 1). 
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Figure1 

 

In most cases, learning objects are stored in data structures called repositories. 

There are two major types of repositories: those containing both the learning 

objects and their metadata and those containing metadata only. Also, 

repositories may be centralized or distributed. The centralized model is the 

most common, and it stores the learning objects metadata and the link to the 

learning object (it may be located somewhere else) on a single server or 

website. When the learning objects metadata are contained in a number of 

connected servers or website, generally employing a peer-to-peer architecture 

to communicate, the model is then distributed. In all cases, the data must be 

modeled in order to fit repositories structural requirements.  

A learning object repository would have not only to allow storage and retrieval 

of data, but also its sharing and reuse. Structural relationships among these data 

must be well established and indexing strategies must be implemented. 

 

The indexing of learning objects is facilitated by a series of semantic 

descriptors called metadata – data about the data.  
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For example, the card catalog in a public library is a collection of metadata. 

The metadata would then be the information stored on the cards about the 

Author, Title, and Publication Date of the book in question. Metadata are thus a 

mean to locate an item very quickly without having to browse the entire library 

one object at a time until the satisfying one is found. 

 

There are several standards describing learning object’s metadata, the best 

known among them are the IEEE Draft Standard for Learning Object Metadata 

(LOM) and the DublinCore Metadata Element Set. They both define 

conventions for describing things online in ways that make them easy to find. 

 

The IEEE Learning Object Metadata (version 6) (Learning Object Metadata, 

2009) defines around sixty descriptors grouped into nine categories to describe 

a learning object. 

• The General category groups the general information that describes the 

learning objects as a whole [including such aspects as title, description 

and topical keywords] 

• The Lifecycle category groups the features related to the history and 

current state of this learning object and those who have affected this 

learning object during its evolution [creator, names and roles of 

contributors, version, status information…] 

• The Meta-Metadata category groups information about the metadata 

instance itself (rather than the learning object that the metadata 

instance describes) 

• The Technical category groups the technical requirements and technical 

characteristics of the learning object 

• The Educational category groups the educational and pedagogic 

characteristics of the learning object 

• The Rights category groups the intellectual property rights and 

conditions of use for the learning object 

• The Relation category groups features that define the relationship 

between the learning object and other related learning objects 
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• The Annotation category provides comments on the educational use of 

the learning object and provides information on when and by whom the 

comments were created. 

• The Classification category describes this learning object in relation to a 

particular classification system 

IEEE Learning Technology Standards Committee (2002),  
Draft Standard for Learning Object Metadata, IEEE 1484.12.1-2002 

 

Thus, the LOM comprises a hierarchy of elements. At the first level, there are 

nine categories, each of which contains sub-elements; these sub-elements may 

be simple elements that hold data, or may themselves be aggregate elements, 

which contain further sub-elements. The semantics of an element are 

determined by its context: they are affected by the parent or container element 

in the hierarchy and by other elements in the same container. 

The other standard described in this work, provides a simpler, more loosely-

defined set of elements with some overlap with the LOM, and which is useful 

for sharing metadata across a wide range of disparate services. 

The Dublin Core Metadata Element Set (Dublin Core Metadata, 2009) is 

indeed a set of fifteen descriptive data elements intended to be generally 

applicable to all types of resources. They fell into three major groups: 

• Dublin Core Content : Coverage, Description, Type, Relation, Source, 

Subject, Title 

• Intellectual Property : Contributor, Creator, Publisher, Rights 

• Instantiation : Date, Format, Identifier, Language 

The Dublin Core includes for each element a name, identifier definition and 

comment.  
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The major difference between the IEEE’s LOM and the Dublin Core Metadata 

Set is the purpose. The LOM standard is specific to learning objects, whereas 

the DCMES standard addresses the problem or resource discovery for any 

networked resources, not just learning objects. 

 

All these data allow us to follow the life cycle of a leaning object, which shows 

a sequence of steps related to its evolution as well as its historic. According to 

Catteau and Al. (Catteau, 2008), the lifecycle of a learning object consists of 

nine stages, as show in Figure 2. 

 

 

 

Figure 2 
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The lifecycle begins by an initiation stage during which the learning object 

only has a description of its purpose regarding a new request for training, i.e. 

the objectives of the learning object. Then we have the stage of conception 

where teachers aim to define specific characteristics of the learning object, i.e. 

the content of the learning object. Next comes the realization stage at which 

point the learning object is materialized in order to make it usable. The 

classification stage allows to place the learning objects regarding to the other 

ones, forecasting easier future retrieval. Classification systems such as the 

Dewey Decimal Classification (OCLC, Dewey Decimal Classification 

summaries, 2009) is used, which is designed to classify the whole human 

knowledge in a library. After that, a group of experts evaluates the quality of 

the learning object as much in its content than in its form during the validation 

stage. The learning object can then either return to one of the three previous 

stages or move on to the diffusion stage. At this point, the learning object is 

integrated in a learning system (i.e. in a LMS) to make it available to learners 

through a course. It’s during the use stage that learners will have the full 

opportunity to access its leaning content. Following that, they will have the 

possibility to give an evaluation of the course and therefore of the learning 

objects through the feedback stage, giving teachers some information to help 

them improve their learning object. Depending on the feedback, the learning 

object will either be modified, and therefore will go back to the conception 

stage, or it will be archived and be no longer available. 

This chapter focused on the concept of learning objects which are self-

contained and reusable units of learning who can be aggregated. We also 

presented the main metadata standards used to add descriptive information to 

every learning object and we presented its lifecycle. Learning objects bring 

new perspectives for pedagogical diffusion and we will see subsequently that it 

is a foundation for new or renewed e-learning platforms such as Dokeos 2.0, as 

we will explain in chapter 4.   
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Chapter 3:   Presentation of Dokeos 1.8 

 

3.1   From CMS to LCMS 

 

A variety of web-based applications are available to help organizations manage 

course and learner administration, content, and key organizational information. 

It can be a Content Management System (CMS), a Learning Management 

System (LMS) or a Learning Content Management System (LCMS). These 

three types of applications share common characteristics but each has unique 

capabilities that my make it a better choice for a particular situation. 

 

A CMS stores and manages the content, but doesn’t analyze, organize or distil 

content into knowledge. This kind of application simplifies the creation and the 

administration of online content, and allows it to be used many times. 

 

LMS are more learning oriented and therefore allow simplifying the 

administration of learning programs within an organization. It isn’t used to 

create course content but it combines a set of tools to help manage the 

interaction between the learner and the learning content and to track their 

progress and results.  

An LCMS is the combination of the two applications above. It allows online 

content to be created, stored, managed and reused (within or across courses) 

through integrated database functionality. The content has the form of small 

units or “chunks” of digital learning content, which, as stated previously, are 

learning objects. LCMS are particularly suited to handling large amounts of 

content for e-learning efforts. 

Previous versions of Dokeos were considered as Learning Management 

Systems but the new version (Dokeos 2.0) has been conceived as a Learning 

Content Management System. The difference between the two systems 

(versions 1.8 and 2.0) will be shown in ulterior paragraphs. 
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3.2   The software Dokeos 

 

Dokeos started as a company and a learning management system in early 2004. 

The development of Dokeos is an international project to which several 

universities, schools and other organizations and individual contribute. 

Dokeos is an e-learning environment and course management web application. 

It is a free software released under the GNU GPL and its development is an 

international, collaborative effort. Dokeos is translated in 34 languages and is 

continuously evolving. The software is written PHP which generates dynamic 

HTML pages and uses Javascript to modify the pages on the client side. The 

software must run on a server interpreting PHP such as Apache and requires a 

DBMS (Database Management System) like MySQL for its persistent layer. 

Those two components were not chosen randomly because they are both open 

source or under public license. Thereby, it offers to everyone the possibility to 

install the whole system based on free software, allowing a wider diffusion of 

Dokeos.  

Dokeos offers a complete and modular environment. Indeed, each of the 

different features of the platform may or may not be used or installed, without 

interfering with the general working. This software is very polyvalent, offering 

possibilities from academic support for courses to full online virtual learning 

with no physical class. 
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3.3   Dokeos’ learning concepts 

The principle is to allow an exchange of knowledge between teachers and 

learners through the platform. To do this, Dokeos offers a wide range of easy to 

use e-learning tools that allow not only to create and organize the contents but 

also to supervise and assess the advancement of learners. 

In its version previous 2.0, Dokeos is organized around the notion of course-

space which contains the tools that can be use to interact between a course 

administrator (teachers, assistants …) and students. Every course administrator 

can create courses and add some content in it. Students can then enroll to the 

courses they are interested in and access to its content. They can interact with 

the course administrator and also access the documents, announcements, 

assessments etc. that where added for them. Students can also create content 

and share it with others.  

When a teacher creates a course, he first needs to define a syllabus which 

represents the description of the progress of a learning situation or learning unit 

aiming at the appropriation of a specific set of knowledge. Therefore, he must 

clarify the activity itself plus the roles of every person involved the resources 

for handling the knowledge and tools that will be used.  

Dokeos provides building blocks called “tools” allowing the teacher to build 

the learning scenario he wishes. These tools don’t guide directly the teacher but 

offer a way to support different learning activities. Some of these tools and 

their pedagogical use will be described further. 
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Below are descriptions of the tools in Dokeos (1.8): 
 
 

 
Figure 3 

 

There is three blocks composed of different tools on the main course page: 

“Authoring”, “Interaction” and “Administration”. The first block contains tools 

that will help the teacher to easily create content deliverable to students. The 

second one has all the tools that help interact between teachers and learners. 

And the bottom block is about the administration of the course.  

There are three main categories to which these tools can belong: content 

production tools, communication tools and evaluation tools. 
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Content production tools are a set of tools that enables the teacher to create 

and share pedagogical content. 

Tools belonging to this category are: 

 

    Documents: 

This tool allows the teacher to deliver learning material, 

instructions, sample etc. to his learners. The information stored in 

the « Documents » section can be of various kinds: text, 

PowerPoint presentation, Excel sheet, HTML page, slideshow and 

so on. The systems allow both the upload and the download of 

these documents (depending on the roles and rights). They can be 

structures (in the sense of content, weeks, phases of the work…) 

through the hierarchy of folders. There is an option to show or hide 

a documents, and this is very useful for instance if the teacher 

whishes to upload the hole content of the course at once and then 

just uses the switch when he wants a document to be available to 

learners. The tricky thing with this tool is not to use is as a “catch-

all” but to really organize the documents in order to increase the 

pedagogical impact.  

 

    Learning path: 

The Learning Path tool allows the teacher to organize sequentially 

different components of the course: documents of various kind, 

test, links and exercises in order to propose them logically to the 

learners. Some prerequisites may be set, constraining the learners 

to learn step by step. The learners can take advantage of this tool to 

organize their process of learning and to perceive what has already 

been learnt and the work that still needs to be done. 
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    Links: 

The tool Links is a place where the teacher can share a collection of 

web addresses. These can be other learning resources, a 

recommended search engine, an encyclopedia, a website that 

publishes scientific articles, a company website related to the topic 

of the course…As for the “Document” tool, it is important to share 

a few well selected links rather than a huge discouraging collection 

of bookmarks.  

 

Communication tools give the opportunity to exchange information, through a 

synchronous or an asynchronous way, between a teacher and his students or 

between students themselves. 

Tools belonging to this category are: 

 

    Course description: 

This tool allows the teacher to announce his goals about the course, 

the skills he wishes to develop, the methods that he will use, the 

curriculum, the deadlines and evaluation conditions. It is very 

important for the teacher to be clear and precise about these 

information because it is a guideline for the learners and it will help 

them understand where the course goes. 

 

    Announcements: 

This tool enhances the communication with learners by allowing 

teachers to send a message to their e-mail addresses. It is a good 

way to remind learners about a date, to clarify a point or announce 

any change in the course’s schedule. It’s also a way to show the 

presence of a teacher behind the online course and motivate 

learners.  
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    Agenda: 

The agenda tool is a list of events set by teachers at a date, enabling 

to have a chronological program for the learning activities. All new 

events are shown to the learner when he logs in the next time. The 

agenda is also available as a synthesis tool for learners (on the top 

menu) covering all the events related to areas of courses in which 

they are enrolled.  

 

    Forum:  

Forums allow written discussion among all learners and their 

teacher, for instance to answer common questions. This tool will be 

detailed in deep in chapter 5. 

 

    Chat:  

The chat is a synchronous tool which enables real-time 

communication and collaboration in a "same time-different place" 

mode. It can be used to facilitate internal team work, socializing, or 

it can even be made available for users to use as they wish to 

informally connect and communicate.  

 

Evaluation tools will mainly give to the teacher a feedback on the students’ 

understanding and assimilation of the course content. 

Tools belonging to this category are: 

 

    Tests: 

The test tool is an important tool for the learners’ learning process 

because it allows them to self-assess their knowledge, to be aware 

of their progress or gaps and it’s a good way to prepare for an 

exam. There are four questions types (true/false, multi-choice, 

multi-select, gap filling) that can be mixed by the teacher to create 

a test about the content of the course, and at the end a score is 
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given. This is a tool that could make the students be more active in 

their learning process.  

 

    Drop box: 

This tool allows a learner or a group to publish its work (essays, 

presentation, etc) when it is ready or at a deadline. The work can 

then be assessed by another learner or learners group and of course 

by the teacher. This also gives him the opportunity to assess the 

criticism made of colleagues’ work. 

 

Dokeos also has a “Groups” tool that doesn’t directly fit in any of these 

categories but rather uses a combination of other tools.  

 

    Groups: 

This tool allows teacher to create and manage groups of learners of 

varying size. Learners can either register to a chosen group or be 

assigned in one by the teacher. It is a valuable tool because it trains 

learners to work in a collaborative way. The work group also relies 

on other tools and for instance a new “Forum” or “Documents” are 

available in each group.  

 

 

3.4   The architecture of Dokeos 1.8 

 

Dokeos 1.8 is based around two main folders located at its root: “main” and 

“courses”. The image below (Figure 4) shows a selective view of these folders’ 

architecture: 
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Figure 4 
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The “main” folder contains the application itself and therefore all the code. 

Everything that makes the platform work is contained in sub-folders: 

administration, tools, HTML style, external modules and so on.  

The “course” repository is created the first time a course is ever created on the 

system. It contains all the courses, each in a different folder entitled with the 

code of the course. Everything related to the course is set in this folder, for 

instance all documents uploaded are in a sub-folder “documents”.  

 

The storage system is composed of several databases (Figure 5). There are 

three core databases: 

• dokeos_main: it is the centralized database of the system. It contains 

references to courses, users as well as settings 

• dokeos_stats: records of all the tracking data 

• dokeos_user: storage of users personal information for specific 

applications (ie. personal agenda) or individual organization (course 

categories)  

 

 

 

Figure 5 
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Also, for every course created, a new database is created named after the 

course code. Therefore, each course has its own database. This database is a 

collection of table, organized so that all information required by the tools can 

be easily accessed, managed and updated. Each tool has one or several tables in 

order to store the data depending on the complexity of the tool. For example, 

related to the tool Document is a table called “document” which contains all 

the essentials information about all the documents created in the course. Each 

row includes the title of the document, the link to the folder where it is 

physically stored and few other information such as its size or its type. The 

database is thus an intermediary between the main system and the physical 

storage system.  

Finally, the intermediate between the system and the user is the tool which is 

stored in the “main” folder. It will for instance display a document to the user 

(Figure 6). 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6 
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3.5   Problems with Dokeos 1.8 

 

As we have seen, the version 1.8 of Dokeos uses a course based storage 

system. Every single course in Dokeos has its own database, in which all data 

are stored, and its folder in the “course” folder on the server. This brings many 

limitations to the good work of the system. 

First of all, if each course is independent, meaning that data that are used in 

several courses have to be uploaded and stored in every course’s database. 

There is no possibility of re-using any of the data.  

 

 Dokeos is a collaborative platform. Therefore many people participate in the 

development of the software. These people have different skills and different 

ways of programming. As strong coding schema such as design pattern have 

not been established at the beginning, the code became very mixed-up and 

complicated. The original libraries were sometimes used, sometimes not, and 

the platform code became a big collection of snippets over the years and 

versions. At the end there is no more kernel left and many parts of the code are 

unclearly interconnected. With the system growing in a chaotic way, it became 

less and less possible to keep it modular. When someone wants to add a new 

tool, in addition to the new files for the specific tool, many common files as 

well as the database will require modifications. Also, there was a lot of code 

duplication. All this can bring inconsistencies and be a source for bugs.  

 

Also, this disorder brought security breaches because they are more ways to 

hack the system and less way to toughen it. For instance, there was a possibility 

to hack into the system by entering a direct URL (Uniform Resource Locator) 

on the administration tool. At this point, instead of getting an error, malicious 

code could be inserted. The more different people edited the files, the more 

breaches were left unnoticed.  

 

Another problem comes from the external modules such as phpBB – a f ree 

internet forum package – or htmlArea – a web-based wysiwyg editor. Even 
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though editors from these modules published updates, they were not integrated 

in the Dokeos’ upgrades. Consequently, many bugs and security breaches were 

never corrected, living open doors for malicious people. 

 

Overall, we can see that through the years many difficulties appeared, as much 

because of the poor quality of the code and the difficulty to integrate new 

modules than for security reasons. Ultimately, the easiest solution and also a 

great way to use new technico-pedagogical concepts, such as learning objects, 

was to develop a new version of Dokeos from scratch. 
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Chapter 4:   Dokeos 2.0 

 

4.1   The New Concepts of Dokeos 2.0 

 

The developers of Dokeos came with a new fundamental concept for the next 

version of the software which is the concept of learning objects. As we have 

seen in chapter 2, a learning object is a new way of thinking about learning 

content, being pedagogically effective and maximally reusable. Each learning 

object focuses on one clear learning goal at the time. Learning objects are 

stored in an electronic library called repository. Each user in the system has his 

own repository of learning objects which can be used in several courses. 

Therefore the system is no longer course-centered, the principle of the course-

space is banned to the benefit of a leaning objects user based storage system for 

Dokeos 2.0.  
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Figure 7 

 

How does it work? (Figure 7) Every user can create learning objects in his 

repository. He can also edit and delete them, organize them in categories and 

add metadata to help improve the search capabilities. Once a learning content 

is created, no matter its granularity, it can be-reused either as it is or by being 

combined to learning object. A teacher can thus re-use the exact same learning 

object in different courses (and even in different applications).   

As we have seen previously, one of the characteristics of a learning object is 

that it has to be able to be aggregated. The user can create a new learning 

object by combining two or more learning objects that already exist in the 

repository.  At its extend, this allows to constitutes a course which is nothing 

but a collection of learning objects, organized in a way that forms a pedagogic 
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content. These properties allow a better share of the knowledge among the 

people who use the system. 

Then, several applications can be built on top of the learning object repository 

such as a Personal Calendar (in which users can add events and in which they 

see all events from the courses they are subscribed to) or a Search Portal. But 

the major application is the WebLCMS. This application provides the course 

management system which is the main functionality present in the previous 

version of Dokeos.  It allows users to create courses with each one having his 

set of tools (documents, calendar, links,…), in which learning objects can be 

published. So to be used in a tool, a learning object has to be published. This 

step defines the link between the learning object and the context in which it is 

requested. Indeed, as there is no need to duplicate learning objects anymore, 

links must however be specified between the learning object itself and the tool 

in which the user wants to use it through publication (Figure 8). If then a 

learning object is updated, the modifications will appear in all the tools in 

which it has been published. 

 

 

 

Figure 8 
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For instance, if a teacher is sick and wants to inform all his students he won’t 

be able to attend class, all he has to do is make one announcement learning 

object and then publish it in all the courses he teaches. So there will be 1 

learning object and "x" publications. 

 

As seen previously, a learning object must be defined as an object in the 

system. To benefit the most from this concept, the whole system must object 

oriented. For reminder, an object is an instance of a class and each of them has 

its own state and access to all of the behaviors defined by its class. The major 

databases are not object-oriented but relational and among them is MySQL 

who is used by Dokeos. Therefore, there’s a need to use an object-relational 

mapping library providing a framework for mapping an object-oriented domain 

model to a traditional relational database (database abstraction).  

 

 

4.2   Learning Objects in Dokeos 2.0 

 

As we saw previously, the new version of Dokeos is based around the concept 

of learning objects. Common functionalities have been centralized while 

defining learning objects allowing tools to work with the type 'LearningObject' 

rather than dealing with all types of learning objects (Figure 9). 
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Figure 9 

 

 

 

The principle of aggregation suggests that learning objects can be combined 

among them. Therefore, we can define two types of learning objects. The first 

one is the simple learning object and it is the smallest pedagogical unit. Then, 

once a learning object is combined with another learning object, it forms a 

complex learning object. Complex learning objects can also be aggregated 

among them to create more advance learning content. For instance, a 

Document is a simple learning object. A learning path though is a complex 

learning object because it requires a set of other learning objects to be 

constituted.  

 

Learning objects, simple and complex, have each a few properties and 

requirements which will be described below. 
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4.2.1   Simple Learning Object in Dokeos 2.0 

 

A simple learning object is characterized by a number of properties (Figure 

10):  

 

 

 

Figure 10 

 

 

� ID: The numeric ID of the learning object. 

� Owner: The ID of the user who owns the learning object. 

� Title: The title of the learning object. 

� Description: A brief description of the learning object. In some cases it 

may also be used to store its content. 
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� Parent: The numeric ID of the parent object of this learning object 

(usually a category learning object). 

� Display_order: A number giving the learning object a position among 

its siblings. 

� Created: The date when the learning object was created. 

� Modified: The date when the learning objet was last modified. 

� State: The state the learning object is in (i.e. “recycled”). 

 

 

All these information are stored in a table in the database. Depending on the 

characteristics of each new leaning object being created, specific properties 

may be required. Additional properties are put down in a XML file, from 

where the database structure will be generated. 

 

When a user wants to create a new learning object in the system, he needs to go 

through a form where the main characteristics of the learning object will be 

specified. This form contains a number of fields with a few common 

characteristics for all type of learning objects plus a number of specific 

properties.  

For instance, when a user want to create a new Document he has two parts to 

fill in: first the common fields such as Title, Category and Description and then 

specific fields like the File Name or select whether the content of the document 

will be uploaded or created online (Figure 11). 
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Figure 11 

 

 

Once the learning object is created in the repository, it must be displayed so the 

user can interact with it (for example to edit it). Finally we need a way to 

manage the different versions of the learning object and to display them. So 

when a user views an object, he can view a list of the previous versions with 

the date at which they where edited. 

 

All these basic functionalities are split over several classes: 

• The “object dataclass” allows to manipulate properties and to write 

changes to the database 

• The objet “form” is needed to create and edit objects as well as to  

manipulate properties visually 

• The object “display” which is a visual form of the object on any part of 

the platform 

• And finally, “version management” objects to calculate the difference 

between object version and display that difference 
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Therefore to create a new single learning object we need to implement the 

following classes: 

• MyType extends LearningObject 
• MyTypeForm extends LearningObjectForm 
• MyTypeDisplay extends LearningObjectDisplay 
• MyTypeDifference extends LearningObjectDifference 
• MyTypeDifferenceDisplay extends LearningObjectDifferenceDisplay 

 

Depending on the complexity and the requirements of the new learning 

object’s type, some functions might need to be overwritten. For example, an 

Announcement can be seen as a core LearningObject (only with a title, 

description,..) and will not need to overwrite these functions. A more advanced 

learning object, like a Forum for example, will certainly need more advanced 

implementation of these functions. 

 

Each type of learning object has a table related in the database named 

“repository_my_type”. All learning objects belonging to a same type of 

learning object will have their information stored in a row in this table. 
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Recipe to create a simple learning object:  

 

1) Decide on a name for the type, e.g. "MyType". 

 

2) Create a new subdirectory in /repository/lib/learning_object. For 

"MyType", it would be called "my_type". 

 
3) Determine which additional properties the new simple learning object 

type should have and create a file after the type name, followed by .xml 

(my_type.xml). In the tag <object> indicate the name of your complex 

learning object. Then, add the new properties within the tags 

<properties> and </properties>, in a new line defined by the tag 

<property />.  For each property a name and a type are required as well 

as if the field can be null or not (“notnull” = 0 or 1). 

  

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

<object name="my_type"> 

 <properties> 

  <property name="id" type="integer" 
unsigned="1" notnull="1"/> 

  <property name="priority" type="integer" 
unsigned="1" notnull="1"/> 

<property name="new_property" 
type="property_type" notnull="1"/> 

 </properties> 

 <index name="id" type="primary"> 

 <indexproperty name="id"/> 

 </index> 

</object> 

 

 
 

This file can be omitted if no additional property is required by the new 

type. 
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4) Create five PHP file in the same folder 

� my_type.class.php  

(extends learning_object.class.php) 

Manipulates properties and write changes to the database 

Additional properties previously defined in the XML file for the 

database must also be indicated as constants in this file. It is also here 

that the getters and setters for these attributes will be written. A setter is 

a method that sets the value of a specific property; the opposite method 

is the getter which gets the value of a specific property.  

 

� my_type_form.class.php  

(extends learning_object_form.class.php) 

Builds the form to create and edit objects 

It is possible to overwrite the methods that manage the building of 

the form to create and edit learning objects, to add specific 

properties to the form. 

 

� my_type_display.class.php  

(extends learning_object_display.class.php) 

Use a visual form of the object on any part of the platform 

 

� my_type_difference.class.php  

(extends learning_object_difference.class.php) 

Calculate the difference between object versions 

 
� my_type_difference_display.class.php  

(extends learning_object_display_difference.class.php) 

Display the difference between object versions 

 

Usually no modification is required in the last three and they basically 

simply extend another class. Of course, it is always possible to overwrite 

methods. 
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4.2.2   Complex Learning Object in Dokeos 2.0 

 

A complex learning object is a learning object that is composed of one or more 

other learning objects (simple or complex). In other terms, every learning 

object on itself is a simple learning object but once you combine a learning 

object to another learning object then the entire structure is the complex 

learning object. To combine several learning objects into one object, the 

system uses a wrapper. So you wrap an item around a learning object and then 

combine that item to another learning object instead of directly combining a 

learning object to another learning object. Thus, learning objects are not 

connected directly among them but are connected through their wrappers. This 

gives the advantage of combining a learning object to several parents. The link 

between two learning objects is really created when an object is published and 

the relation is then stored in a specific table in the database 

(weblcms_learning_object_publication). 

 

 

Complex learning object have also a few common properties stored in the 

database, as did simple learning objects (Figure 12):  
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Figure 12 

 

� ID: The numeric ID of the learning object. 

� Ref: The reference to the child learning object (simple, or other 

complex learning object item). 

� Parent: The numeric ID of the parent object of this learning object. 

� User_id: The user that added this item to the complex learning object. It 

will most of the time be the same as the simple learning object’s 

Owner, but it can be possible that the user who creates the complex 

learning object is not the owner of all the learning objects. 

� Display_order: The display position of the learning object relative to the 

other objects. 

 

Again, it is possible to add specific properties to a type of learning objet by 

inscribing them in an XML file. 
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Once more, a form is needed to give the possibility to the user to create and 

manipulate complex learning objects through an interface. He also needs to be 

able to determine which other learning object will be part of the new one and 

finally link them.   

 

Therefore to create a new complex learning object we need to implement the 

following classes: 

 

� ComplexMyType extends ComplexLearningObjectItem 

� ComplexMyTypeForm extends ComplexLearningObjectItemForm 
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Recipe to create a complex learning object:  

 

1) Decide on a name for the type, e.g. "MyType". 

 

2)  Create a new subdirectory in /repository/lib/learning_object. For 

"MyType", it would be called "my_type". 

 
3) Determine which additional properties the new simple learning object 

type should have and create a file after the type name, followed by .xml 

(my_type.xml). In the tag <object> indicate the name of your complex 

learning object. Then, add the new properties within the tags 

<properties> and </properties>, in a new line defined by the tag 

<property />.  For each property a name and a type are required as well 

as if the field can be null or not (“notnull” = 0 or 1). 

 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

<object name="my_type"> 

 <properties> 

  <property name="id" type="integer" 
unsigned="1" notnull="1"/> 

  <property name="priority" type="integer" 
unsigned="1" notnull="1"/> 

<property name="new_property" 
type="property_type" notnull="1"/> 

 </properties> 

 <index name="id" type="primary"> 

 <indexproperty name="id"/> 

 </index> 

</object> 

 
 

This file can be omitted if no additional property is required by the new 

type. 
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4) Create five PHP file in the same folder 

� my_type.class.php (extends learning_object.class.php) 

Manipulates properties and write changes to the database 

Additional properties previously defined in the XML file for the 

database must also be indicated as constants in this file. It is also here 

that the getters and setters for these attributes will be written. A setter is 

a method that sets the value of a specific property; the opposite method 

is the getter which gets the value of a specific property.  

 

� my_type_form.class.php  

(extends learning_object_form.class.php) 

Builds the form to create and edit objects 

It is possible to overwrite the methods that manage the building of 

the form to create and edit learning objects, to add specific 

properties to the form. 

 

� my_type_display.class.php  

(extends learning_object_display.class.php) 

Use a visual form of the object on any part of the platform 

 

� my_type_difference.class.php  

(extends learning_object_difference.class.php) 

Calculate the difference between object versions 

 
� my_type_difference_display.class.php  

(extends learning_object_display_difference.class.php) 

Display the difference between object versions 

 

Usually no modification is required in the last three and they basically 

simply extend another class. Of course, it is always possible to 

overwrite methods. 
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5) Determine which additional properties the new complex learning object 

type should have and create a file after the type name, followed by .xml 

(complex_my_type.xml). In the tag <object> indicate the name of your 

complex learning object. Then, add the new properties within the tags 

<properties> and </properties>, in a new line defined by the tag 

<property />.  For each property a name and a type are required as well 

as if the field can be null or not (“notnull” = 0 or 1). 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 
 
<object name="complex_my_type"> 

<properties> 
  <property name="id" type="integer" unsigned="1" 

notnull="1"/> 
  <property name="new_complex_property" 

type="new_complex_property_type"/> 

</properties> 
<index name="id" type="primary"> 
<indexproperty name="id"/> 
</index> 
</object> 

 
 

This file can be omitted if no additional property is required by the new 

type. 

 

6) Create two PHP file in the same folder 

� complex_my_type.class.php  

(extends complex_learning_object_item.class.php) 

Wrapper to create the complex learning object 

Additional properties previously defined in the XML file for the 

database must also be indicated as constants in this file. It is also 

here that the getters and setters for these attributes will be written. 

It is also in this file that the types of learning objects accepted as 

children must be given (function get_allowed_types()). 
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� complex_my_type_form.class.php  

(extends complex_learning_object_item_form.class.php) 

Display the complex learning object item form  

It is possible to overwrite the methods that manage the building of 

the form to create and edit learning objects, to add specific 

properties to the form. 
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Chapter 5:   Creation of Learning Objects for the tool 

“Forum” in Dokeos 2.0 

 

5.1   Online discussion forums: a definition 

 

A discussion forum is a web application managing user-generated content.  It 

allows people to communicate, without the need for everyone to be online at 

the same time.  The publications are often sustainable because messages are 

not deleted with time.  

A forum consists of a tree like directory structure containing at the lowest end 

topics (commonly called threads) and inside them posts (Figure 13).  

 

 

Figure 13 

 

A category is a group of forums with a common theme. You can have multiple 

categories, each with multiple forums and topics.  

A forum is a sub-category where people can post topics. Each forum can 

contain multiple topics that are usually related/based on the forum name. The 
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order in which the forums are displayed can be chosen by the administrators of 

the forum.  

Topics are collections of posts, where all the discussion happens. A topic is 

defined by a title, and additional description that may summarize the intended 

discussion, and an opening or original post. By default, posts are usually 

displayed from oldest to latest. 

 Finally, a post is a user submitted message enclosed into a block containing 

the user's details and the date and time it was submitted. 

 

A few common actions are available at every level such as “Create” to produce 

a new forum, topic or post and “Delete” to erase it from the board. Depending 

on the application used, other actions might be available. Dokeos’ forum offers 

one more common action which is the possibility to switch a forum, topic or 

post from visible to invisible and inversely.  This can be used to hide a part 

from learners without necessarily deleting it. Also a few level specific actions 

are present. For instance, it is possible to “Lock” a forum or a topic to prevent 

people from further posting, mainly if the discussion goes off-topic. This action 

is only available at these two levels because it wouldn’t make sense to lock a 

post as you precisely want to prevent posting, which happens in a topic. Post 

related actions include “Reply” – to post an answer to a specific post – or 

“Quote” – to cite someone else’s post. 

 

 

5.2   Analyze of the Learning Objects for the Forum 

 

The first step when creating a new tool is to understand how it works and what 

its requirements are as we did in the previous chapter. Then, we have to look 

up for the smallest entity which will correspond to simple learning objects and 

then figure out if complex learning objects are required. If it is the case, the 

combination of learning objects involved must be clearly established. In the 

case of the tool Forum we have three types of learning objects: forum, topic 

and post. Let’s decompose each one of them. 
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The learning object Forum is a collection of topics and forums. Nested 

structures help keeping a good organization and therefore a forum can contain 

one or more sub-forums. Therefore, it is a complex learning object. 

 

Then we have the learning object Topic which is also complex because it is a 

collection of posts.   

 

And finally, we have considered the learning object Post as complex, because 

we wanted to implement the possibility to reply directly to another post. 

Therefore a link between two different learning objects is required, making it a 

complex learning object. 

 

Some of these learning objects will require additional properties to work 

properly, which will be listed below.  

• Forum: 

♦ locked: indicates whether the forum is locked or not 

♦ total_topics: the number of topics in the forum 

♦ total_posts: the number of posts in the forum 

♦ last_post: the reference to the last post submitted in any sub-

forums or topics within the forum 

• Complex_Forum: no additional property required 

• Forum_Topic: 

♦ locked: indicates whether the topic is locked or not 

♦ total_posts: the number of posts in the forum 

♦ last_post: the reference to the last post submitted within the 

topic 

• Complex_Forum_Topic: 

♦ type: indicates if the topic is sticky, important or normal  

• Forum_Post: no additional property required 

• Complex_Forum_Post: 

♦ reply_on_post 
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This analyze leads us to the development of the learning objects. In the next 

section, we will apply the procedure previously indicated in sections 4.2 and 

after to give a concrete example of how to create learning object for a new 

specific tool such as a forum.   

 

5.3   A concrete example: the development of the learning 

object’s type “forum” 

 

We will follow the recipes given in chapter 4 to create the learning objects for 

the tool Forum1, and we will indicate the corresponding step’s number between 

brackets.  The following example will be about creating the required learning 

objects for our new type “forum “(1). 

 

First, we need to create the simple learning objects, starting with the creation of 

a subdirectory in repository/lib/learning object named “forum” (2).  

Then we have to figure out which additional database properties are required 

for the good work of the forum. In this case, we want to be able to know the 

total number of topics and post that are present in a forum as well as the last 

post that was submitted in any of the sub-forums or topics. We also need an 

attribute to store whether the forum is locked or not as we stated previously. 

 

Consequently we need to create the following attributes:  

• total_topics 

• total_posts 

• last_post 

• locked 

 

                                                           
1
 The full source code for the three types of learning objects can be found in appendixes A, B 

and C. 
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To add attributes to the database, we use an XML file named “forum.xml” (3). 

We specify for each new attribute its name, its type and if it can be empty or 

not. As a result, we get the following file: 

 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

<object name=" forum"> 

 <properties> 

  <property name="id" type="integer" unsigned="1" n otnull="1"/> 

  <property name=" total_topics" type="integer" unsigned="1" 

default="0"/> 

  <property name=" total_posts" type="integer" unsigned="1" 

default="0"/> 

  <property name=" last_post" type="integer" unsigned="1" 

default="0"/> 

<property name=" locked" type="integer"/> 

 </properties> 

 <index name="id" type="primary"> 

 <indexproperty name="id"/> 

 </index> 

</object> 

 

Then comes the step where we need to create the PHP files (4). There are 5 of 

them, added in the same folder as before.  

 

The first one is named forum.class.php. At the beginning, we need to indicate 

all additional properties we have added in the database as constants.  

 

      const PROPERTY_LOCKED = 'locked'; 

   const PROPERTY_TOTAL_TOPICS = 'total_topics'; 

   const PROPERTY_TOTAL_POSTS = 'total_posts'; 

   const PROPERTY_LAST_POST = 'last_post'; 

 

Then we have to define the setters and getters for each one of them. For 

reminder, a setter is a method that sets the value of a specific property and the 

getter is the opposite method, which gets the value of a specific property. For 

instance the setter and getter for the attribute locked are: 
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function get_locked() 

   { 

return $this->get_additional_property(self :: 
PROPERTY_LOCKED); 

   } 

   

   function set_locked($locked) 

   { 

return $this->set_additional_property(self :: 
PROPERTY_LOCKED, $locked); 

   } 

 

 

We also have a function to retrieve all the additional properties’ names: 

   static function get_additional_property_names() 

   { 

return array(self :: PROPERTY_LOCKED, self :: 
PROPERTY_TOTAL_TOPICS, self :: PROPERTY_TOTAL_POSTS , self 
:: PROPERTY_LAST_POST); 

   } 

  

This file also contains numerous functions related to the attribute “last_post” 

such as add_last_post() and recalculate_last_post().  

 

Moreover, we have functions to add and remove topics and posts. These 

functions use an instance of a RepositoryDataManager which is the abstraction 

layer between the repository and the WebLCMS. The link between the topic or 

post and the forum is made though a wrapper, as it is required for complex 

learning objects. Therefore we have the following functions: 

 

function add_post($posts = 1) 

   { 

$this->set_total_posts($this->get_total_posts() + 
$posts); 

$this->update(); 

   

$rdm = RepositoryDataManager :: get_instance(); 
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$condition = new 
EqualityCondition(ComplexLearningObjectItem :: 
PROPERTY_REF, $this->get_id()); 

$wrappers = RepositoryDataManager :: get_instance() -> 
retrieve_complex_learning_object_items($condition);  

   

while($item = $wrappers->next_result()) 

{ 

$lo = $rdm->retrieve_learning_object($item->  
get_parent()); 

 $lo->add_post($posts); 

} 

   } 

  

   function remove_post($posts = 1) 

   { 

$this->set_total_posts($this->get_total_posts() -  
$posts); 

$this->update(); 

   

$rdm = RepositoryDataManager :: get_instance(); 

   

$condition = new 
EqualityCondition(ComplexLearningObjectItem :: 
PROPERTY_REF, $this->get_id()); 

$wrappers = RepositoryDataManager :: get_instance() -> 
retrieve_complex_learning_object_items($condition);  

   

while($item = $wrappers->next_result()) 

{ 

$lo = $rdm->retrieve_learning_object($item-> 
get_parent()); 

$lo->remove_post($posts); 

} 

   } 

  

 

Finally, as we are in the case of a complex learning object we need to indicate 

what type of children is allowed for the type Forum. As we saw previously, 

direct children of a forum are another forum (sub-forum) and topics:  
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   function get_allowed_types() 

   { 

return array('forum','forum_topic'); 

   } 

 

 

The second file is forum_form.class.php. It contains four functions to build the 

forms to create and edit learning objects (see appendix ???): 

• create_learning_object() – to create a “forum” learning object 

• update_learning_object() – to update a “forum” learning object 

• build_creation_form() – to build the creation form for a “forum” 

learning object 

• build_editing_form() – to build the editing form for a “forum” learning 

object 

 

The third file is forum_display.class.php which in the case of the forum doesn’t 

require any additional function. But this file needs to be implemented anyway 

because of all the inherited methods (extension of the class 

LearningObjectDisplay). 

 

The fourth file is forum_difference.class.php which contains only one function 

get_difference() that returns the difference between two versions of a leaning 

object “forum”. 

 

Finally, the fifth file is forum_difference_display.class.php which also doesn’t 

require any additional function other than the ones inherited (extension of the 

class LearningObjectDifferenceDisplay).  

 

At this point, our simple learning object “forum” is created.  Now we need to 

create the complex learning object.  

Still following our recipe, we now have to determine if additional properties 

are required for the complex learning object “forum” (5). In this case, we 
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establish that no extra attribute is necessitated. We can hence move to the 

creation of the two PHP files (6).  

 

At first we create the file complex_forum.class.php. As we did previously for 

the simple learning object in the file forum.class.php, we need to tell the object 

which type of children he can accept: 

function get_allowed_types() 

{ 

return array('forum','forum_topic'); 

} 

 

Then we have two more functions create() and delete() who work the same 

way even though with opposite goals. Indeed, they both need to retrieve in the 

first place all topics and posts related to a specific learning object ; then we can 

apply one of the functions previously defined when creating the simple 

learning object (cf. file forum.class.php): add_topic(), add_post(), 

remove_topic(), remove_post().  

 

function create() 

   { 

 parent :: create(); 

$rdm = RepositoryDataManager :: get_instance(); 

 $lo = $rdm->retrieve_learning_object($this->get_re f()); 

 

$parent = $rdm->retrieve_learning_object($this-> 
get_parent()); 

 $parent->add_topic($lo->get_total_topics()); 

 $parent->add_post($lo->get_total_posts()); 

 $parent->recalculate_last_post($this->get_ref()); 

   } 
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Finally, we have one last class to implement: complex_forum_form.class.php. 

This class contains all the useful functions to create and edit a complex 

learning object through a form. 

 

The complex learning object is now created and the next step would be to 

implement the tool itself in order to use properly these learning objects.  
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Chapter 6:   The Collaborative Development 

Experience 

 

6.1   What is collaborative development? 

 

Free or open source software development is an approach to developing 

software with a collective effort of individuals contributing towards a common 

goal in a more-or-less informal and loosely structured way. 

 

This collaboration is the result of the work of groups of developers, ranging 

from a few individuals up to many thousands. Some participants are volunteers 

working in their spare time, some are paid by corporations. These can benefit 

from their participation in the development of open source software either by 

using it or by selling services or equipment associated with the software.  

 

An open source project needs to be modular that is they must be divisible into 

components or modules, each of which can be produced independently of the 

production of others. This enables production to be asynchronous pooling 

individual efforts of different people who are available at different times. Thus, 

a main characteristic of such projects is decentralization. People must be able 

to work from anywhere in the world at any time. Collaboration between 

dispersed groups of developers can become problematic and to best use the 

knowledge and skills held within a decentralized workforce, it is necessary to 

implement technologies and strategies that allow them to communicate and 

collaborate across geographical boundaries. The development of 

communication technologies as well as the Internet has led to the development 

of collaborative software that facilitates the sharing of knowledge and 

information between these geographically dispersed groups of people, allowing 

them to work together towards the attainment of a single goal. Thus, tools such 

as email, instant messaging, videoconferencing, forums and wiki should be 

used at their highest extend.  
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Also, since collaborative development often requires multiple users to work 

simultaneously on the same set of data, it is important that there be a centralize 

data storage facility to allow for the management of a master copy. Users will 

typically be allowed access to the latest version of this data each time they 

connect to the application, and they will be required to check in submit their 

latest modifications each time they sign off. Using methods of centralized data 

storage and version control minimizes the risk that multiple users will step on 

each other’s toes and waste time making the same modifications. Centralized 

storage also maintains the integrity of a master copy of the information, 

ensuring that – if there is an error – the data can be rolled back to its last known 

good configuration.  

 

Let’s now see how this applies to the community of Dokeos. 

 

 

6.2   Collaborative Development within Dokeos’ community 

 

At first Dokeos started as a company, with corporate resources, and then was 

joined by a Belgium-based academic community. They worked hand-in-hand 

until the community decided to benefit from new educational and technical 

concepts to completely rewrite the system. The Dokeos company, from then 

on, work on the 1.8.x versions while the community is preparing version 2.0. 

 

Although the Dokeos community is not recent, the number of developers is not 

very high. As we tried to force our way into the community to collaborate on 

the development of the tool Forum for Dokeos 2.0, we faced a number of 

difficulties, particularly to access information.  

 

Dokeos is based on new concepts that make the whole system very innovative. 

As often all the ins and outs are not known in advance when working with 

innovation and outcomes and limitations are discovered gradually along with 

the project’s progression. Even if theoretical concepts are assimilated the way 
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to transform them into practical technology is not necessarily obvious. For 

instance, there is a lot of theoretical research on learning objects but to use 

them as a pillar of a system requires a clear vision of the architecture and 

precise idea of how they will fit in. A direct consequence of this “work in 

progress” is that there is not a good documentation made available to new 

developers. 

 

However tools can be used to construct this documentation and make it 

available as it goes along. It is possible for instance to use a wiki, which is a 

type of collaborative software that allows web pages to be created and 

collaboratively edited using a common web browser. There is one available for 

Dokeos (Dokeos Wiki, 2009) but it suffers from a lack of clarity and 

organization. The wiki as it is today should be completely redone. Even the 

source of information is not clear because there seems to be a mixture of 

information coming and going from/for both the company and the community 

while working on separate projects. 

 

First of all, the community’s organization as well as the core team should be 

presented so that new developers know who supervises the project and who to 

contact. Then a developer’s documentation is essential, giving guidelines from 

practical information, such as coding convention, to instruction about how the 

development of Dokeos works and how to work with the community. Next, the 

general architecture of the system should be presented with important core 

components being described from a top-down approach, i.e. from a conceptual 

point of view to a technical one. Also a commented schema of the database 

would be useful.  

 

Some of these information are indeed present on Dokeos’ wiki but they are 

often very raw, designed for professionals and sometimes not easy to find. 

Moreover, the wiki lacks update as for example the last developers meeting 

minutes date from October 2008. 
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Moodle (Moodle, 2009) is another Learning Management System developed by 

a community. They also use a wiki to convey important information but they 

use it in a much more pedagogical way. For instance, they have an article 

aimed at people totally new to Moodle development, who may, or may not, 

have previous programming experience where they give a few tips to help new 

developers get started with the mass of Moodle code. This shows that beginner 

developers are welcome and are not thrown directly in the midst of all the 

complex architecture and code. The community endorses them which is also 

one of its role. Therefore, information available on their wiki is more user-

friendly and allow a better understanding of the system before starting to 

contribute.  

 

Developing such a system requires good line of communication, which can be 

done through both synchronous tools, such as videoconference or chat, and 

asynchronous tools, like forums. Also, regular physical meetings and training 

days are very useful to share knowledge, experience and ideas and are a good 

way to strengthen the relations among people from the community. Dokeos 

meets with all these requirements on the form by using many of the tools 

mentioned above but lacks the content. The structure is complex and the 

system is huge. Investing time to build a strong documentation would surely 

motivate interested people to join in the project and to contribute. 
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Chapter 7:   Conclusion 

 

Technology developments and educational methods evolution are leading to 

new ways to apprehend human knowledge and to transmit it. One of the 

emerging concepts in these areas is the notion of learning object which is a new 

way of thinking about learning content. It corresponds to the structuring of 

educational content into chunks of instructional media that can be used in a 

modular way in heterogeneous learning environments. To meet that, a few 

criteria are required: learning objects must be self-contained, re-usable and it 

must be possible to aggregate them to form new learning objects. Also, one of 

the key issues in using learning objects is their identification by search engines. 

This process is facilitated by assigning descriptive learning object Metadata to 

each one of them. Usually, learning objects are transmitted to learners through 

a Learning Management System, among which is the software Dokeos. Two 

versions of the platform are currently being developed in parallel. After 

understanding how learning objects work, we presented the version 1.8 of 

Dokeos and then the version 2.0 to point out the contribution of learning 

objects amid learning processes as well as the benefits of  a new system.  We 

then used a top-down methodology to understand how these learning objects 

are used within Dokeos 2.0, going from a conceptual point of view to a 

technical one. This led us to propose documentation about the creation of 

learning objects and we applied the recipe then mentioned to a concrete 

example. We indeed practically showed how to create the learning objects for a 

new tool Forum in Dokeos 2.0.  

Finally we asked ourselves what could be done to improve Dokeos’ 

community. A number of tools are to be used, and they are, but not necessarily 

in the best way. Wikis are very powerful but it requires for the content to be 

well organized and regularly filled with relevant information. Basics such as 

the architecture, the file structure and the database should be detailed and 

clarified in the wiki at the very beginning of the project. This way there is a 

written basis for people to work with. We believe that the main difficulty to 
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join the Dokeos’community is that not enough time is spent on providing 

global in-depth information to new developers. It’s like a vicious circle: the 

less time you spend providing easy-accessible information to interested people, 

the less you attract people to join in and the more you have to do. So maybe 

investing time on documentation when launching a new project might be a 

good calculation to increase the size of the community and with it the 

taskforce. 

Additional research should be conducted to put forward a frame of work for 

open source projects, and even more particularly for the ones held in academic 

contexts. The aim would be to provide a set of guidelines that could help core 

teams to set good foundations for their projects, such as defining the hierarchy, 

the system’s main concepts and architecture, the way to work within the 

community and to interact with other developers as well as tools and their 

usage. Too often, time is not taken to share these information at the beginning 

of a project, when it could help grow a stronger community and help new 

developers, from beginner to professional, to fit it more easily. Finally, it could 

also lead to create bridges between projects that share the same frame of work 

so that developers could move from one to another with fewer difficulties. 
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Appendixes 

 

 

Appendix A: Source code of the Learning Object “forum” 

 

forum.xml                        

 
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 
<object name="forum"> 
 <properties> 
  <property name="id" type="integer" unsigned="1" n otnull="1"/> 
  <property name="locked" type="integer"/> 
  <property name="total_topics" type="integer" unsi gned="1" 
default="0"/> 
  <property name="total_posts" type="integer" unsig ned="1" 
default="0"/> 
  <property name="last_post" type="integer" unsigne d="1" 
default="0"/> 
 </properties> 
 <index name="id" type="primary"> 
  <indexproperty name="id"/> 
</index> 
</object> 
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forum.class.php 

 
<?php 
/** 
 * @package repository.learningobject 
 * @subpackage forum 
 */ 
require_once 
dirname(__FILE__).'/../../learning_object.class.php '; 
 
class Forum extends LearningObject 
{ 
   const PROPERTY_LOCKED = 'locked'; 
   const PROPERTY_TOTAL_TOPICS = 'total_topics'; 
   const PROPERTY_TOTAL_POSTS = 'total_posts'; 
   const PROPERTY_LAST_POST = 'last_post'; 
  
   function get_locked() 
   { 

return $this->get_additional_property(self :: 
PROPERTY_LOCKED); 

   } 
   
   function set_locked($locked) 
   { 

return $this->set_additional_property(self :: 
PROPERTY_LOCKED, $locked); 

   } 
  
   function get_total_topics() 
   { 

return $this->get_additional_property(self :: 
PROPERTY_TOTAL_TOPICS); 

   } 
   
   function set_total_topics($total_topics) 
   { 

$this->set_additional_property(self :: 
PROPERTY_TOTAL_TOPICS, $total_topics); 

   } 
  
 
   function get_total_posts() 
   { 

return $this->get_additional_property(self :: 
PROPERTY_TOTAL_POSTS); 

   } 
   
   function set_total_posts($total_posts) 
   { 

$this->set_additional_property(self :: 
PROPERTY_TOTAL_POSTS, $total_posts); 

   } 
  
   function get_last_post() 
   { 

return $this->get_additional_property(self :: 
PROPERTY_LAST_POST); 
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   } 
 
   function set_last_post($last_post) 
   { 

$this->set_additional_property(self :: 
PROPERTY_LAST_POST, $last_post); 

   } 
  
   function add_last_post($last_post) 
   { 

$this->set_last_post($last_post); 
 $this->update(); 
   
 $rdm = RepositoryDataManager :: get_instance();   

$condition = new EqualityCondition 
(ComplexLearningObjectItem :: PROPERTY_REF, $this-
>get_id()); 
$wrappers = $rdm-> 
retrieve_complex_learning_object_items($condition);  

   
while($item = $wrappers->next_result()) 
{ 
$lo = $rdm->retrieve_learning_object($item-> 
get_parent()); 
$lo->add_last_post($last_post); 
} 

   } 
  
   function recalculate_last_post($child_id) 
   { 

$rdm = RepositoryDataManager :: get_instance();           
$children = $rdm->retrieve_last_post($this-> 
get_id(),$child_id); 

   
$lp = $children->next_result(); 
$id = ($lp)?$lp->get_id():0; 

                 
if($this->get_last_post() != $id) 
{ 

      $this->set_last_post($id); 
       $this->update(); 
    

$condition = new EqualityCondition       
(ComplexLearningObjectItem :: PROPERTY_REF, $this->     
get_id()); 
$wrappers = $rdm->       
retrieve_complex_learning_object_items($condition);  

    
     while($item = $wrappers->next_result()) 
       { 

$lo = $rdm->retrieve_learning_object($item-> 
get_parent()); 

    $lo->recalculate_last_post(); 
      } 
   } 
   } 
  
   static function get_additional_property_names() 
   { 
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return array(self :: PROPERTY_LOCKED, self :: 
PROPERTY_TOTAL_TOPICS, self :: PROPERTY_TOTAL_POSTS , self 
:: PROPERTY_LAST_POST); 

   } 
  
   function get_allowed_types() 
   { 

return array('forum','forum_topic'); 
   } 
  
   function add_post($posts = 1) 
   { 

$this->set_total_posts($this->get_total_posts() + 
$posts); 
$this->update(); 

   
$rdm = RepositoryDataManager :: get_instance(); 

   
$condition = new EqualityCondition 
(ComplexLearningObjectItem :: PROPERTY_REF, $this-
>get_id()); 
$wrappers = RepositoryDataManager :: get_instance() -> 
retrieve_complex_learning_object_items($condition);  

   
while($item = $wrappers->next_result()) 
{ 

$lo = $rdm->retrieve_learning_object($item-> 
get_parent()); 

   $lo->add_post($posts); 
} 

   } 
  
   function remove_post($posts = 1) 
   { 

$this->set_total_posts($this->get_total_posts() - 
$posts); 
$this->update(); 

   
$rdm = RepositoryDataManager :: get_instance(); 

   
$condition = new 
EqualityCondition(ComplexLearningObjectItem :: 
PROPERTY_REF, $this->get_id()); 
$wrappers = RepositoryDataManager :: get_instance() -> 
retrieve_complex_learning_object_items($condition);  

   
while($item = $wrappers->next_result()) 
{ 

$lo = $rdm->retrieve_learning_object($item->   
get_parent()); 

   $lo->remove_post($posts); 
} 

   } 
  
   function add_topic($topics = 1) 
   { 

$this->set_total_topics($this->get_total_topics() +  
$topics); 
$this->update(); 
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$rdm = RepositoryDataManager :: get_instance(); 
    

$condition = new 
EqualityCondition(ComplexLearningObjectItem :: 
PROPERTY_REF, $this->get_id()); 
$wrappers = RepositoryDataManager :: get_instance() -> 
retrieve_complex_learning_object_items($condition);  

   
while($item = $wrappers->next_result()) 
{ 

$lo = $rdm->retrieve_learning_object($item-> 
get_parent()); 

   $lo->add_topic($topics); 
} 

   } 
  
   function remove_topic($topics = 1) 
   { 

$this->set_total_topics($this->get_total_topics() -  
$topics); 
$this->update(); 

   
$rdm = RepositoryDataManager :: get_instance(); 

   
$condition = new EqualityCondition 
(ComplexLearningObjectItem :: PROPERTY_REF, $this->  
get_id()); 
$wrappers = RepositoryDataManager :: get_instance() -> 
retrieve_complex_learning_object_items($condition);  

   
while($item = $wrappers->next_result()) 
{ 

$lo = $rdm->retrieve_learning_object($item-> 
get_parent()); 

      $lo->remove_topic($topics); 
} 

   } 
} 
?> 
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forum_form.class.php 

 
<?php 
require_once 
dirname(__FILE__).'/../../learning_object_form.clas s.php'; 
require_once dirname(__FILE__).'/forum.class.php'; 
/** 
 * @package repository.learningobject 
 * @subpackage forum 
 */ 
class ForumForm extends LearningObjectForm 
{  
   function create_learning_object() 
   { $object = new Forum(); 

$object->set_locked($this->exportValue(Forum :: 
PROPERTY_LOCKED)); 

 $this->set_learning_object($object); 
 return parent :: create_learning_object(); 
   } 
   function update_learning_object() 
   { $object = $this->get_learning_object(); 

$object->set_locked($this->exportValue(Forum :: 
PROPERTY_LOCKED)); 
return parent :: update_learning_object(); 

   } 
 
   function build_creation_form() 
   { parent :: build_creation_form(); 

$this->addElement('category', Translation :: 
get(get_class($this) .'Properties')); 
$this->addElement('checkbox','locked', Translation :: 
get('ForumLocked')); 

 $this->addElement('category'); 
   } 
  
   function build_editing_form() 
   { parent :: build_editing_form(); 

$this->addElement('category', Translation :: 
get(get_class($this) .'Properties')); 
$this->addElement('checkbox','locked', Translation :: 
get('ForumLocked')); 

 $this->addElement('category'); 
   }  
   function set_csv_values($valuearray) 
   { $defaults[LearningObject :: PROPERTY_TITLE] = 

$valuearray[0]; 
$defaults[LearningObject :: PROPERTY_PARENT_ID] = 
$valuearray[1]; 
$defaults[LearningObject :: PROPERTY_DESCRIPTION] =  
$valuearray[2]; 
$defaults[LearningObject :: PROPERTY_LOCKED] = 
$valuearray[3];  

 parent :: set_values($defaults);    
   }  
} 
?> 
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forum_display.class.php 

 
<?php 
/** 
 * @package repository.learningobject 
 * @subpackage forum 
 */ 
class ForumDisplay extends LearningObjectDisplay 
{ 
 //no additional function is required 
} 
?> 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

forum_difference.class.php 

 
<?php 
/** 
 * @package repository.learningobject 
 * @subpackage forum 
 */ 
/** 
 * This class can be used to get the difference bet ween forums 
 */ 
class ForumDifference extends LearningObjectDiffere nce 
{ 
   function get_difference() 
   { 

$object = $this->get_object(); 
 $version = $this->get_version(); 
 $object_string = $object->get_locked(); 

$object_string = explode("\n", 
strip_tags($object_string));            
$version_string = $version->get_locked(); 
$version_string = explode("\n", 
strip_tags($version_string)); 
$td = new Difference_Engine($version_string, 
$object_string);  
return array_merge(parent :: get_difference(), $td- > 
getDiff()); 

   } 
} 
?> 
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 forum_difference_display.class.php 

 
<?php 
/** 
 * @package repository.learningobject 
 * @subpackage forum 
 */ 
/** 
 * This class can be used to display the difference  between 
forums 
 */ 
class ForumDifferenceDisplay extends 
LearningObjectDifferenceDisplay 
{ 
//no additional function is required 
} 
?> 
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complex_forum.class.php 

 
<?php 
/** 
 * @package repository.learningobject 
 * @subpackage forum 
 */ 
require_once dirname(__FILE__) . 
'/../../complex_learning_object_item.class.php'; 
 
class ComplexForum extends ComplexLearningObjectIte m 
{  
   function get_allowed_types() 
   { 
return array('forum','forum_topic'); 
   } 
 
   function create() 
   { 
 parent :: create(); 
  

$rdm = RepositoryDataManager :: get_instance(); 
 $lo = $rdm->retrieve_learning_object($this->get_re f()); 
 

$parent = $rdm->retrieve_learning_object($this-> 
get_parent()); 

 $parent->add_topic($lo->get_total_topics()); 
 $parent->add_post($lo->get_total_posts()); 
 $parent->recalculate_last_post($this->get_ref()); 
   } 
  
 
   function delete() 
   { 

parent :: delete(); 
   

$rdm = RepositoryDataManager :: get_instance(); 
 $lo = $rdm->retrieve_learning_object($this->get_re f()); 
 

$parent = $rdm->retrieve_learning_object($this-> 
get_parent()); 

 $parent->remove_topic($lo->get_total_topics());   
$parent->remove_post($lo->get_total_posts()); 

 $parent->recalculate_last_post(); 
   } 
} 
?> 
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complex_forum_form.class.php 

 
<?php 
/** 
 * @package repository.learningobject 
 * @subpackage forum 
 */ 
require_once dirname(__FILE__) . 
'/../../complex_learning_object_item_form.class.php '; 
require_once Path :: get_library_path() . 
'dokeos_utilities.class.php'; 
class ComplexForumForm extends ComplexLearningObjec tItemForm 
{ 
   const TOTAL_PROPERTIES = 0; 
   // Inherited 
   protected function build_creation_form() 
   {  

parent :: build_creation_form(); 
   } 
   // Inherited 
   protected function build_editing_form() 
   { 
 parent :: build_editing_form(); 
   } 
   // Inherited 
   function setDefaults($defaults = array ()) 
   { 
 $cloi = $this->get_complex_learning_object_item();  
 parent :: setDefaults($defaults); 
   } 
   function get_default_values(){} 
 
   function create_cloi_from_values($values) 
   { 
 $cloi = $this->get_complex_learning_object_item();  
 return parent :: create_complex_learning_object_it em(); 
   } 
   function set_csv_values($valuearray) 
   {  
 parent :: set_values($defaults); 
   } 
   // Inherited 
   function create_complex_learning_object_item() 
   {  
 $cloi = $this->get_complex_learning_object_item();  
 $values = $this->exportValues(); 
 return parent :: create_complex_learning_object_it em(); 
   } 
   // Inherited 
   function update_complex_learning_object_item() 
   { 
 $cloi = $this->get_complex_learning_object_item();  
 $values = $this->exportValues(); 
 return parent :: update_complex_learning_object_it em(); 
   } 
} 
?> 
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Appendix B: Source code of the Learning Object “forum_topic” 

 

 

forum_topic.xml 

 
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 
<object name="forum_topic"> 
 <properties> 
  <property name="id" type="integer" unsigned="1" n otnull="1"/> 
  <property name="locked" type="integer"/> 
  <property name="total_posts" type="integer" unsig ned="1" 
default="0"/> 
  <property name="last_post" type="integer" unsigne d="1" 
default="0"/> 
 </properties> 
 <index name="id" type="primary"> 
  <indexproperty name="id"/> 
 </index> 
</object> 
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forum_topic.class.php 

 
<?php 
/** 
 * @package repository.learningobject 
 * @subpackage forum 
 */ 
require_once dirname(__FILE__) . 
'/../../learning_object.class.php'; 
/** 
 * This class represents a topic in a discussion fo rum. 
 */ 
class ForumTopic extends LearningObject 
{ 
   const PROPERTY_LOCKED = 'locked'; 
   const PROPERTY_TOTAL_POSTS = 'total_posts'; 
   const PROPERTY_LAST_POST = 'last_post'; 
 
   function create() 
   { 

$succes = parent :: create(); 
$children = RepositoryDataManager :: get_instance() ->      
count_complex_learning_object_items(new    
EqualityCondition('parent', $this->get_id())); 

     
if($children == 0) 
{ 
$learning_object = new AbstractLearningObject         
('forum_post',$this->get_owner_id()); 
$learning_object->set_title($this->get_title()); 
$learning_object->set_description($this->    
get_description()); 
$learning_object->set_owner_id($this->get_owner_id( )); 

    
$learning_object->create(); 

    
$attachments = $this->get_attached_learning_objects (); 
foreach($attachments as $attachment) 
$learning_object->attach_learning_object($attachmen t-> 
get_id()); 

    
$cloi = ComplexLearningObjectItem :: 
factory('forum_post'); 

 
 $cloi->set_ref($learning_object->get_id()); 
 $cloi->set_user_id($this->get_owner_id()); 
 $cloi->set_parent($this->get_id()); 
 $cloi->set_display_order(1); 
    
 $cloi->create(); 
 }  
 
 return $succes; 
   } 
  
   function supports_attachments() 
   { 
 return true; 
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   } 
  
   function get_locked() 
   { 

return $this->get_additional_property(self :: 
PROPERTY_LOCKED); 

   } 
  
   function set_locked($locked) 
   { 

return $this->set_additional_property(self :: 
PROPERTY_LOCKED, $locked); 

   } 
  
   static function get_additional_property_names() 
   { 

return array (self :: PROPERTY_LOCKED, self :: 
PROPERTY_TOTAL_POSTS); 

   } 
  
   function get_allowed_types() 
   { 
 return array('forum_post'); 
   } 
  
   function get_total_posts() 
   { 

return $this->get_additional_property(self :: 
PROPERTY_TOTAL_POSTS); 

   } 
   
   function set_total_posts($total_posts) 
   { 

$this->set_additional_property(self :: 
PROPERTY_TOTAL_POSTS, $total_posts); 

   } 
  
   function get_last_post() 
   { 

return $this->get_additional_property(self :: 
PROPERTY_LAST_POST); 

   } 
   
   function set_last_post($last_post) 
   { 

$this->set_additional_property(self :: 
PROPERTY_LAST_POST, $last_post); 

   } 
  
   function add_last_post($last_post) 
   { 
 $this->set_last_post($last_post); 
 $this->update(); 
   
 $rdm = RepositoryDataManager :: get_instance(); 
   

$condition = new EqualityCondition 
(ComplexLearningObjectItem :: PROPERTY_REF, $this->  
get_id()); 
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$wrappers = $rdm-> 
retrieve_complex_learning_object_items($condition);  

   
 while($item = $wrappers->next_result()) 
 { 

$lo = $rdm->retrieve_learning_object($item-> 
get_parent()); 

 $lo->add_last_post($last_post); 
 } 
   } 
  
   function recalculate_last_post() 
   { 
 $rdm = RepositoryDataManager :: get_instance(); 
   

$condition = new EqualityCondition 
(ComplexLearningObjectItem :: PROPERTY_PARENT, $thi s-> 
get_id()); 
$children = $rdm-> retrieve_complex_learning_object _items 
($condition, array(new ObjectTableOrder('add_date') ), 
array(SORT_DESC), 0, 1); 

 $lp = $children->next_result(); 
   
 $id = ($lp)?$lp->get_id():0; 
   
 if($this->get_last_post() != $id) 
 { 

   $this->set_last_post($id); 
    $this->update(); 
    

$condition = new EqualityCondition       
(ComplexLearningObjectItem :: PROPERTY_REF, $this->        
get_id()); 
$wrappers = $rdm->       
retrieve_complex_learning_object_items($condition);  

    
    while($item = $wrappers->next_result()) 
    { 

$lo = $rdm->retrieve_learning_object($item->    
get_parent()); 

    $lo->recalculate_last_post(); 
    } 

} 
   } 
  
   function add_post($posts = 1) 
   { 

$this->set_total_posts($this->get_total_posts() + 
$posts); 

 $this->update(); 
   
 $rdm = RepositoryDataManager :: get_instance(); 
   

$condition = new EqualityCondition 
(ComplexLearningObjectItem :: PROPERTY_REF, $this->  
get_id()); 
$wrappers = $rdm-> 
retrieve_complex_learning_object_items($condition);  

   
 while($item = $wrappers->next_result()) 
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 { 
$lo = $rdm->retrieve_learning_object($item-> 
get_parent()); 

    $lo->add_post($posts); 
 } 
   } 
  
   function remove_post($posts = 1) 
   { 

$this->set_total_posts($this->get_total_posts() - 
$posts); 

 $this->update(); 
   
 $rdm = RepositoryDataManager :: get_instance(); 
   

$condition = new EqualityCondition 
(ComplexLearningObjectItem :: PROPERTY_REF, $this->  
get_id()); 
$wrappers = $rdm-> 
retrieve_complex_learning_object_items($condition);  

   
 while($item = $wrappers->next_result()) 
 { 

$lo = $rdm->retrieve_learning_object($item-> 
get_parent()); 

    $lo->remove_post($posts); 
 } 
   } 
  
} 
?> 
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forum_topic_form.class.php 

 
<?php 
require_once 
dirname(__FILE__).'/../../learning_object_form.clas s.php'; 
require_once dirname(__FILE__).'/forum_topic.class. php'; 
/** 
 * @package repository.learningobject 
 * @subpackage forum 
 */ 
class ForumTopicForm extends LearningObjectForm 
{ 
   function create_learning_object() 
   { $object = new ForumTopic();   

$object->set_locked($this->exportValue(ForumTopic : : 
PROPERTY_LOCKED)); 

 $this->set_learning_object($object);   
 return parent :: create_learning_object(); 
   }  
   function update_learning_object() 
   { $object = $this->get_learning_object(); 
 $object->set_locked($this->exportValue(ForumTopic :: 
 PROPERTY_LOCKED));   
 return parent :: update_learning_object(); 
   }  

function build_creation_form($default_learning_obje ct = 
null) 

   { parent :: build_creation_form(); 
$this->addElement('category', Translation :: 
get(get_class($this) .'Properties')); 
$this->addElement('checkbox','locked', Translation :: 
get('Locked')); 

 $this->addElement('category'); 
   }  
   function build_editing_form($object) 
   { parent :: build_editing_form(); 

$this->addElement('category', Translation :: 
get(get_class($this) .'Properties')); 
$this->addElement('checkbox','locked', Translation :: 
get('Locked')); 

 $this->addElement('category'); 
   } 
   function set_csv_values($valuearray) 
   { $defaults[LearningObject :: PROPERTY_TITLE] = 

$valuearray[0]; 
$defaults[LearningObject :: PROPERTY_PARENT_ID] = 
$valuearray[1]; 
$defaults[LearningObject :: PROPERTY_DESCRIPTION] =  
$valuearray[2]; 
$defaults[ForumTopic :: PROPERTY_LOCKED] = 
$valuearray[3];  

 parent :: set_values($defaults);    
   }   
} 
?> 
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forum_topic_display.class.php 

 
<?php 
/** 
 * @package repository.learningobject 
 * @subpackage forum 
 */ 
//require_once 
dirname(__FILE__).'/../forum/inc/forumnodedisplay.c lass.php'; 
 
class ForumTopicDisplay extends LearningObjectDispl ay 
{ 
} 
?> 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

forum_topic_difference.class.php 

 
<?php 
/** 
 * @package repository.learningobject 
 * @subpackage forumtopic 
 */ 
/** 
 * This class can be used to get the difference bet ween forum 
topics 
 */ 
class ForumTopicDifference extends LearningObjectDi fference 
{ 
   function get_difference() 
   { 
 $object = $this->get_object(); 
 $version = $this->get_version(); 
   
 $object_string = $object->get_locked(); 

$object_string = explode("\n", 
strip_tags($object_string)); 

             
      $version_string = $version->get_locked(); 

$version_string = explode("\n", 
strip_tags($version_string)); 

   
$td = new Difference_Engine($version_string, 
$object_string); 

   
return array_merge(parent :: get_difference(), $td- > 
getDiff()); 

   } 
} 
?> 
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forum_topic_difference_display.class.php 

 
<?php 
/** 
 * @package repository.learningobject 
 * @subpackage forumtopic 
 */ 
/** 
 * This class can be used to display the difference  between 
forum topics 
 */ 
class ForumTopicDifferenceDisplay extends 
LearningObjectDifferenceDisplay 
{ 
} 
?> 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

complex_forum_topic.xml 

 
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 
<object name="complex_forum_topic"> 
<properties> 
  <property name="id" type="integer"  unsigned="1" 
notnull="1"/> 
  <property name="type" type="integer"/> 
</properties> 
<index name="id" type="primary"> 
  <indexproperty name="id"/> 
</index> 
</object> 
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complex_forum_topic.class.php 

 
<?php 
/** 
 * @package repository.learningobject 
 * @subpackage forum_topic 
 */ 
require_once dirname(__FILE__) . 
'/../../complex_learning_object_item.class.php'; 
 
class ComplexForumTopic extends ComplexLearningObje ctItem 
{ 
   const PROPERTY_TYPE = 'type'; 
   function get_type()  
   { 

return $this->get_additional_property(self :: 
PROPERTY_TYPE); 

   }  
   function set_type($type) 
   { 

$this->set_additional_property(self :: PROPERTY_TYP E, 
$type); 

   } 
   static function get_additional_property_names() 
   { return array(self :: PROPERTY_TYPE); } 
   function create() 
   {  
 parent :: create(); 
   
 $rdm = RepositoryDataManager :: get_instance(); 
 $lo = $rdm->retrieve_learning_object($this->get_re f()); 

$parent = $rdm->retrieve_learning_object($this-> 
get_parent()); 

 $parent->add_topic(); 
 $parent->add_post($lo->get_total_posts()); 
 $parent->recalculate_last_post($this->get_ref());  
 return true; 
   } 
   function delete() 
   { 
 parent :: delete(); 
 $rdm = RepositoryDataManager :: get_instance(); 
 $lo = $rdm->retrieve_learning_object($this->get_re f()); 

$parent = $rdm->retrieve_learning_object($this-> 
get_parent()); 

 $parent->remove_topic(); 
 $parent->remove_post($lo->get_total_posts());  
 $parent->recalculate_last_post();  
 return true; 
   }  
   function get_allowed_types() 
   { 
 return array('forum_post'); 
   } 
} 
?> 
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complex_forum_topic_form.class.php 

 
<?php 
/** 
 * @package repository.learningobject 
 * @subpackage forum_topic 
 */ 
require_once dirname(__FILE__) . 
'/../../complex_learning_object_item_form.class.php '; 
require_once Path :: get_library_path() . 
'dokeos_utilities.class.php'; 
 
class ComplexForumTopicForm extends 
ComplexLearningObjectItemForm 
{ 
   const TOTAL_PROPERTIES = 3; 
   // Inherited 
   protected function build_creation_form() 
   { 

parent :: build_creation_form(); 
     $elements = $this->get_elements(); 
     foreach($elements as $element) 
     { 
     $this->addElement($element); 
     } 
    } 
    // Inherited 
    protected function build_editing_form() 
    { 
 parent :: build_editing_form(); 
     $elements = $this->get_elements(); 
     foreach($elements as $element) 
     { 
     $this->addElement($element); 
     } 
   } 
  
   public function get_elements() 
   { 

$elements[] = $this->createElement('radio', 
ComplexForumTopic :: PROPERTY_TYPE, Translation :: 
get('None'),'',0); 
$elements[] = $this->createElement('radio', 
ComplexForumTopic :: PROPERTY_TYPE, Translation :: 
get('Sticky'),'',1); 
$elements[] = $this->createElement('radio', 
ComplexForumTopic :: PROPERTY_TYPE, Translation :: 
get('Important'),'',2); 

 return $elements; 
   } 
  
   // Inherited 
   function setDefaults($defaults = array ()) 
   { 

$defaults = $this->get_default_values($defaults); 
 parent :: setDefaults($defaults); 
   } 
  
   function get_default_values($defaults = array () ) 
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   { 
$cloi = $this->get_complex_learning_object_item(); 

   
 if (isset ($cloi)) 
 { 

$defaults[ComplexForumTopic :: PROPERTY_TYPE] = $cl oi-
>get_type()?$cloi->get_type():0; 

 } 
   
 return $defaults; 
   } 
 
   function set_csv_values($valuearray) 
   {  

$defaults[ComplexForumTopic :: PROPERTY_TYPE] = 
$valuearray[0]; 

 parent :: set_values($defaults); 
   } 
 
   // Inherited 
   function create_complex_learning_object_item() 
   {  
 $cloi = $this->get_complex_learning_object_item();  
 $values = $this->exportValues(); 

$cloi->set_type($values[ComplexForumTopic :: 
PROPERTY_TYPE]);  

 return parent :: create_complex_learning_object_it em(); 
   } 
  
   function create_cloi_from_values($values) 
   { 
 $cloi = $this->get_complex_learning_object_item();  

$cloi->set_type($values[ComplexForumTopic :: 
PROPERTY_TYPE]);  

 return parent :: create_complex_learning_object_it em(); 
   } 
  
   function update_cloi_from_values($values) 
   { 
 $cloi = $this->get_complex_learning_object_item();  

$cloi->set_type($values[ComplexForumTopic :: 
PROPERTY_TYPE]);  

 return parent :: update_complex_learning_object_it em(); 
   } 
  
   // Inherited 
   function update_complex_learning_object_item() 
   { 
 $cloi = $this->get_complex_learning_object_item();  
 $values = $this->exportValues(); 

$cloi->set_type($values[ComplexForumTopic :: 
PROPERTY_TYPE]); 

 return parent :: update_complex_learning_object_it em(); 
   } 
} 
?> 
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Appendix C: Source Code of the Learning Object 

« forum_post » 

 

forum_post.class.php 

 
<?php 
require_once dirname(__FILE__) . 
'/../../learning_object.class.php'; 
/** 
 * @package repository.learningobject 
 * @subpackage forum 
 */ 
class ForumPost extends LearningObject 
{ 
   // Stores whether the user should get notified i f 
   // someone replies to the topic. 
   const PROPERTY_NOTIFICATION = 'reply_notificatio n'; 
   const NOTIFY_NONE  = 1;  
   const NOTIFY_TOPIC = 2; 
 
   function supports_attachments() 
   { 
 return true; 
   } 
  
   // Inherited 
   function is_master_type() 
   { 
 return false; 
   } 
  
   /*function is_versionable() 
   { 

return false; 
   }*/ 
  
   /*function get_allowed_types() 
   { 
 return array('forum_post'); 
   }*/ 
} 
?> 
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forum_post_form.class.php 

 
<?php 
require_once 
dirname(__FILE__).'/../../learning_object_form.clas s.php'; 
require_once dirname(__FILE__).'/forum_post.class.p hp'; 
/** 
 * @package repository.learningobject 
 * @subpackage forum 
 */ 
class ForumPostForm extends LearningObjectForm 
{ 
   function create_learning_object() 
   { 
 $object = new ForumPost(); 
 $this->set_learning_object($object); 
 return parent :: create_learning_object(); 
   } 
  
   function build_creation_form()    
   { 

parent :: build_creation_form(); 
//$this->addElement('category', Translation :: 
get(get_class($this) .'Properties')); 

     /*$this->build_form();*/ 
     //$this->addElement('category'); 
    } 
  
   function build_editing_form() 
   { 
 parent :: build_editing_form(); 

//$this->addElement('category', Translation :: 
get(get_class($this) .'Properties')); 

     /*$this->build_form();*/ 
     //$this->addElement('category'); 
   } 
 
/** 
* Override the regular form by adding a selection f or email   
notifications 
* A new field has been added to the forum_topic tab le to store 
emails of users 
* who need to be notified when new messages are pos ted.  
*/ 
   private function build_form() 
   { 

$this->add_select(ForumPost :: PROPERTY_NOTIFICATIO N, 
"Notification? ", array( 

  ForumPost :: NOTIFY_NONE => 'None', 
ForumPost :: NOTIFY_TOPIC => 'Notify me of any 
replies in this thread'), 

  false 
 ); 
   }  
} 
?> 
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forum_post_display.class.php 

 
<?php 
/** 
 * @package repository.learningobject 
 * @subpackage forum 
 */ 
class ForumPostDisplay extends LearningObjectDispla y 
{ 
} 
?> 
 
 
 
 
 

forum_post_difference.class.php 

 
<?php 
/** 
 * @package repository.learningobject 
 * @subpackage forumpost 
 */ 
/** 
 * This class can be used to get the difference bet ween forum 
posts 
 */ 
class ForumPostDifference extends LearningObjectDif ference 
{ 
} 
?> 
 
 
 
 
 

forum_post_difference_display.class.php 

 
<?php 
/** 
 * @package repository.learningobject 
 * @subpackage forumpost 
 */ 
/** 
 * This class can be used to display the difference  between 
forum posts 
 */ 
class ForumPostDifferenceDisplay extends 
LearningObjectDifferenceDisplay 
{ 
} 
?> 
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complex_forum_post.xml 

 
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 
<object name="complex_forum_post"> 
<properties> 
  <property name="id" type="integer"  unsigned="1" 
notnull="1"/> 
  <property name="reply_on_post" type="integer"/> 
</properties> 
<index name="id" type="primary"> 
  <indexproperty name="id"/> 
</index> 
</object> 
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complex_forum_post.class.php 

<?php 
/** 
 * @package repository.learningobject 
 * @subpackage forum_post 
 */ 
require_once dirname(__FILE__) . 
'/../../complex_learning_object_item.class.php'; 
 
class ComplexForumPost extends ComplexLearningObjec tItem 
{ 
   const PROPERTY_REPLY_ON_POST = 'reply_on_post'; 
  
   function get_reply_on_post() 
   { 

return $this->get_additional_property(self :: 
PROPERTY_REPLY_ON_POST); 

   } 
  
   function set_reply_on_post($reply_on_post) 
   { 

$this->set_additional_property(self :: 
PROPERTY_REPLY_ON_POST, $reply_on_post); 

   } 
  
   static function get_additional_property_names() 
   { 
 return array(self :: PROPERTY_REPLY_ON_POST); 
   } 
  
   function create() 
   { 
 parent :: create(); 
   

$parent = RepositoryDataManager :: get_instance()->  
retrieve_learning_object($this->get_parent()); 

 $parent->add_post(); 
      $parent->add_last_post($this->get_id()); 
      $parent->recalculate_last_post($this->get_ref ()); 
   
 return true; 
   } 
  
   function delete() 
   { 
 parent :: delete(); 
   
 $datamanager = RepositoryDataManager :: get_instan ce(); 
   

$parent = $datamanager->retrieve_learning_object($t his-> 
get_parent()); 

 $parent->remove_post(); 
   

$siblings = $datamanager-> 
count_complex_learning_object_items(new 
EqualityCondition('parent', $this->get_parent())); 

  
if($siblings == 0) 
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 { 
$wrappers = $datamanager->    
retrieve_complex_learning_object_items(new    
EqualityCondition('ref', $this->get_parent())); 

     
         while($wrapper = $wrappers->next_result())  
    { 
  $wrapper->delete(); 
    } 
    
    $parent->delete(); 
 } 
   
 return ture;   
 } 
  
   /*function get_allowed_types() 
   { 
 return array('forum_post'); 
   }*/ 
} 
?> 
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complex_forum_post_form.class.php 

 
<?php 
/** 
 * @package repository.learningobject 
 * @subpackage forum_post 
 */ 
require_once dirname(__FILE__) . 
'/../../complex_learning_object_item_form.class.php '; 
require_once Path :: get_library_path() . 
'dokeos_utilities.class.php'; 
 
class ComplexForumPostForm extends 
ComplexLearningObjectItemForm 
{ 
   const TOTAL_PROPERTIES = 0; 
   // Inherited 
   protected function build_creation_form() 
   { 

parent :: build_creation_form(); 
$this->addElement('text', ComplexForumPost :: 
PROPERTY_REPLY_ON_POST, Translation :: 
get('reply_on_post')); 

   } 
     
   // Inherited 
   protected function build_editing_form() 
   { 
 parent :: build_editing_form(); 

$this->addElement('text', ComplexForumPost :: 
PROPERTY_REPLY_ON_POST, Translation :: 
get('reply_on_post')); 

   } 
  
   public function get_elements() 
   { 

$elements[] = $this->createElement('hidden', 
ComplexForumPost :: PROPERTY_REPLY_ON_POST, 0); 

 return $elements; 
   } 
  
   // Inherited 
   function setDefaults($defaults = array ()) 
   { 
 $defaults = $this->get_default_values($defaults); 
 parent :: setDefaults($defaults); 
   } 
  
   function get_default_values($defaults = array () ) 
   { 
 $cloi = $this->get_complex_learning_object_item();  
   
 if (isset ($cloi)) 
 { 

$defaults[ComplexForumPost :: PROPERTY_REPLY_ON_POS T] = 
$cloi->get_reply_on_post()?$cloi->get_reply_on_post ():0; 

 } 
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 return $defaults; 
   } 
 
   function set_csv_values($valuearray) 
   {  

$defaults[ComplexForumPost :: PROPERTY_REPLY_ON_POS T] = 
$valuearray[0]; 

 parent :: set_values($defaults); 
   } 
 
   // Inherited 
   function create_complex_learning_object_item() 
   {  
 $cloi = $this->get_complex_learning_object_item();  
 $values = $this->exportValues(); 

$cloi->set_reply_on_post($values[ComplexForumPost : : 
PROPERTY_REPLY_ON_POST]); 

 return parent :: create_complex_learning_object_it em(); 
   } 
  
   function create_cloi_from_values($values) 
   { 
 $cloi = $this->get_complex_learning_object_item();  

$cloi->set_reply_on_post($values[ComplexForumPost : : 
PROPERTY_REPLY_ON_POST]);  

 return parent :: create_complex_learning_object_it em(); 
   } 
  
   function update_cloi_from_values($values) 
   { 
 $cloi = $this->get_complex_learning_object_item();  

$cloi->set_reply_on_post($values[ComplexForumPost : : 
PROPERTY_REPLY_ON_POST]);  

 return parent :: update_complex_learning_object_it em(); 
   } 
  
   // Inherited 
   function update_complex_learning_object_item() 
   { 
 $cloi = $this->get_complex_learning_object_item();  
 $values = $this->exportValues(); 

$cloi->set_reply_on_post($values[ComplexForumPost : : 
PROPERTY_REPLY_ON_POST]); 

 return parent :: update_complex_learning_object_it em(); 
   } 
} 
?> 
 

 


